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CAST

QUEENIE – Mendy Hardy

BURRS – Chris Patrick

JACKIE – Mark Maynard
MISS MADELAINE TRUE – Francine Smith
SALLY – Nadia Sepsenwol
EDDIE MACKREL – Mark Valahovic
MAE – Jen Hoffman
NADINE – Alice Reed
PHIL D’ARMANO – Amdie Mengistu
OSCAR D’ARMANO – Michael Daguiso
DOLORES MONTOYA – Daphne D’earth Latham
GOLD – Stephen Getman
GOLDBERG – Steve Tharp
BLACK – Chris Estey
KATE – Richelle Claiborne

MUSICIANS
PERCUSSION – Stuart Gunter, John Lesich
BASS – Lewis Burrus
TRUMPET – Aly Buchanan
CLARINET/ALTO SAX – Lou Kauder
CLARINET – Sharon McCord
KEYBOARD – Audrey Goldsmith, Mary Elizabeth Forbes, Kait Dunton